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KHALIFA MUHAMMAD LAWAN
Northeast Development Commission
IED Incident: Between Mafa and Dikwa 1400LT 3 Jan 24

3 civ KIA

IED Incident: Knewba - Ngala, 1045LT 09 Jan 24

6 civ KIA, 3 civ WIA
43 Incidents
120 casualties
IDP camp decongestion

Solutions pathways to internal displacement
PRIORITIZING BY COMPARING

Mine action used IOM DTM data to **triangulate** IMSMA data and prioritise locations for activities.

Information needs identified, including locations of communities that witnessed explosions and communities that had not received EORE.

Questions developed that could be used to obtain the identified information through key informants.

DTM collected and information shared with MA AoR on a regular basis.

Evidence-based prioritization of at-risk communities.
EO incidents are mostly to farmers, followed by men, IDPs/returnees, boys, women, wood collectors, and drivers while they were working on their farms, collecting firewood, moving from one place to another, and collecting scrap metals.

Local Government Areas (LGAs) where respondents reported hearing explosions within six months.
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SUMMARY + KEY MESSAGES

- **Ownership/establishment** of the National Mine Action Centre + IMSMA database
- **Coordination and information management activities**, *funding needed*
- **Mine action as a cross-cutting issue** in the HDP nexus and as part of durable solutions for internal displacement
- **Cross-border/regional coordination**

Current donors to UNMAS Nigeria:
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For additional information:

Edwin Faigmane
Chief Mine Action Programme
edwin.faigmane@un.org